
German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria 

16th State Breed Exhibition 
6 & 7 May 2017 

KCC Park, Skye 

 

Judges 

Saturday: Mr Vince Tantaro (Vic) all stock coat and LSC classes, Baby Puppy to Intermediate 

Sunday: Mr Ian Urie (Vic) all stock coat and LSC Open Classes 

 
Place. Grad.  Baby Puppy Bitch – Long Stock Coat 
200 1 VP DERHARV GENERATION GOLD 11/25/2016 3100351070 Sire: *Seigen Jack In A 

Box AZ Dam: *Derharv Pure Blonde Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs Hannah Kelly 5 months 
201 2 VP RAMARA PIMPSTRESS 12/6/2016 3100351926 Sire: *Misteishah Flecther AZ ET 

Dam: Kantenna Venus Star Brd: Exh Exh: Ms.M.raftopoulos 5 months 
203 3 P LORDAVO MIDNIGHT FANTASY 1/26/2017 3100353172 Sire: *Ch Jayshell 

Glasgow AZ Dam: Ch Aimsway Shaquille AZ Brd: David & Lorelle Organ Exh: 
David & Lorelle Organ 3 months 

202 4 P KARASTRO REVENGEFUL LADY 12/20/2016 3100351091 Sire: Vanharley 
Thundanlightng AZ Dam: *Karastro Funkadelic Chic ''A''Z'' Brd: Exh Exh: Denise 
Berghofer 4 months 

Exh No. Place. Grad Puppy Bitch – Long Stock Coat 
204 1 VP BODECKA GEE WIZZ (AI) 5/23/2016 3100341715 Sire: Ch. Bodecka Grandslam 

Dam: Bodecka Yeehaw Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph 11 months, a large, medium 
strong, substantial well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  
Feminine, impressive head, very good length of neck, normal withers, slight rise 
in topline.  Slightly short, steep croup, stands correct in front with very good 
fore and short underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation 
where the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps narrow 
behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  During movement shows 
good ground cover with high stepping action where the reach should be much 
freer and the hocks much firmer.  

206 2 P KARASTRO QWIK SMOKIN CHILLI 8/5/2016 3100346193 Sire: Vanharley 
Thundanlightng AZ Dam: *Karastro Furious Flame AZ Brd: Exh Exh: DENISE 
BERGHOFER 9 months, an above medium size, medium strong, substantial well-
coloured and well proportioned bitch of very good type.  Feminine head, 
expression marred by light eyes.  Very good length of neck, normal withers, 
firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front, very 
good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  
Steps corect front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  In 

 



movement shows very good ground cover, good reach, powerul drive, falls on 
the forehand.   

205 3 UG TAKIMBRE CALL ME ANNIE 6/9/2016 3008921520 Sire: Juwika Destroyer Dam: 
Takimbre Xanadu Brd: Mr CW and Mrs S Ford Exh: Dianne Cameron 10 months, 
an above medium size, just medium strong slightly elongated bitch of just good 
type.  Feminine expressive head, underjaw should be stronger, good length of 
neck, normal withers.  Short steep croup, overdeveloped fore and short 
underchest.  Stands correct in front, with good fore and good hindquarter 
angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, hocks should be much firmer.  During 
movement shows good ground cover where the reach and drive should bemore 
powerful.  She also should be more confident.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Junior Bitch – Long Stock Coat 
207 1 G HARDROKK LEGEND SUZI Q 'AZ' 2/22/2016 3100337785 Sire: Hayo Aus 

Agrigento (Imp Deu) Dam: Rantino Hard Rock 'AZ' Brd: Exh Exh: Samantha Bell 1 
years, 2 months, 59cm, a large, medium strong, substantial, very well-coloured 
and pigmented bitch of good type.  Good head, expression marred by round 
eyes.  Short neck, normal withers, short steep croup, stands not quite correct in 
front, pasterns should be much firmer and forelegs should be longer.  Very well-
developed forechest, slightly short underchest.  Good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, hocks and elbows should 
be firmer.  During movement shows good reach and powerful drive, however 
falls heavily on the forehand.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Intermediate Bitch – Long Stock Coat 
208 1 VG *STOBAR YALINA 'A' 'Z' 5/28/2015 3100324086 Sire: Bluemax Salt Dam: 

Vanland Ava Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Narelle Cullen 1 years, 11 months, 62cm, 
an oversize, medium strong, substantial well-coloured and pigmented bitch of 
very good type.  Strong but still feminine head, very good expression.  Very 
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, sligihtly short but well-moulded 
croup.  Stands not quite correct in front with very good fore and slightly short 
underchest.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, steps narrow behind, 
hocks should be much firmer.  During movement shows very good ground 
cover, good reach and powerful drive where the hocks should be much firmer.   

209 2 VG EROICA EASY ON THE EYE AZ 11/4/2015 5100090516 Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me 

If You Can AZ Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ Brd: C Leonard Exh: K Juggins, C 

Leonard & K Morton 1 years, 6 months, 60cm, a large, strong, substantial, very 

well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Very good head, 

feminine expression, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, 

slightly short but well-moulded croup.  Stands not correct in front.  Very good 

fore and good underchest, good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  

Steps narrow front and rear, hocks and elbows should still be firmer.  During 

movement shows very good ground cover, very good reach and powerful drive.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Baby Puppy Dog – Long Stock Coat 
214 1 VP BEAUTRAE XFACTOR (AI) 2/4/2017 5100098222 Sire: Gavin Von Hasenborn Ger 

Bh Ger Ad (Imp Nld) Dam: Ch Vladimir Insaitsable Brd: Mr D West Exh: D 
NEWNHAM 3 months 

213 2 VP LORDAVO MIDNIGHT EXPRESS 1/26/2017 3100353168 Sire: *Ch Jayshell 
Glasgow AZ Dam: Ch Aimsway Shaquille AZ Brd: David & Lorelle Organ Exh: 
David & Lorelle Organ 3 months 



211 3 VP CASTASTAR GOT THE MAGIC 12/28/2016 4100285020 Sire: Toby Von Der 
Plassenburg Schh2 Ipo3 (Imp Deu) Dam: Ch Castastar Alexi Pt Et Brd: Mandy 
Doyle Exh: Melissa Bauer 4 months 

212 4 P LORDAVO MIDNIGHT WORRIER 1/26/2017 3100353170 Sire: *Ch Jayshell 
Glasgow AZ Dam: Ch Aimsway Shaquille AZ Brd: David & Lorelle Organ Exh: 
David & Lorelle Organ 3 months 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Minor Puppy Dog – Long Stock Coat 
216 1 VP EROICA GOLIATH 10/12/2016 5100096079 Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can 

AZ Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ Brd: C Leonard Exh: K Juggins & C Leonard 
6 months, an above medium size, medium strong, very well-coloured and 
pigmented dog of very good type.  Very good head and expression, ears have 
yet to firm.  Very good length of neck, high withers, slight rise over the topline.  
Slightly short, slightly steep croup, stands not quire correct in front with very 
good fore and good underchest.  Good fore and slgihtly deep hindquarter 
angulation.   Steps correct behind, elbows should be much firmer.  In 
movement shows very good ground cover with a high wither and powerful 
drive.   

215 2 VP DELLARESS DEADLY NIGHTSHADE 10/6/2016 3100348712 Sire: Toby Vd 
Plassenburg (Imp Deu) Dam: Dellaress Kalani "A""Z" Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs. Jean 
COLENSO 7 months, an above medium size, strong, substantial, well-coloured 
and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong masculine head, eye colour could 
still be darker, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good 
croup.  Stands correct in front with very good fore and underchest.  Very good 
fore and deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps cowhocked behind, hocks and 
elbows should be much firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where 
the hocks should be firmer. 

217 3 P JAYSHELL PIRATE 10/26/2016 3100348671 Sire: Ch Labo Vom Schollweiher 
(Imp Deu) Dam: Jayshell Kenzie Brd: Mrs N McDermott Exh: David & Lorelle 
Organ 6 months, Double P1 upper left and right, a medium size, strong, well-
coloured and pigmented dog of just good type.  Good head, expression marred 
by wide-set ears.  Foreface should be much stronger, erect carriage of neck, 
normal withers, short steep croup, stands not correct in front.  Good fore and 
underchest, good fore and good hindquarter angulation where the upper arm is 
short and set steep.  Steps narrow behind, wide in front.  Hocks should be much 
firmer and elbows tighter.  In movement, shows balance where both reach and 
drive are restricted.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Puppy Dog – Long Stock Coat 
218 WD 

due to 
injury 

 BOZEEB WHITE LIGHTNING 8/3/2016 3100345197 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon 
'a''ED' Dam: Ch Bozeeb Ultrafox Brd: MR S & MRS J JORDAN Exh: MRS JEN 
EATON 9 months 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Junior Dog – Long Stock Coat 
220 1 VG KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 4/15/2016 3100341091 Sire: *Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) 

Dam: *Sardria Tillys Pepper Brd: Mr J Carter Exh: Mrs Hannah Kelly 1 years, 
65cm, a large, medium strong, well-coloured and pigmented dog of very good 
type.  Masculine head, desired expression, very good length of neck, high 
withers, firm back, slightly short, steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front, 
very good fore and good uderchest, good fore and slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear where the hocks should be much 
firmer.   During movement shows very good far reaching powerful gait where 
the hocks should be firmer.   



219 2 VG STOBAR BO JANGO AZ 12/11/2015 3100333489 Sire: *Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) 
Dam: *Stobar Rosetta Brd: Chris and Brank Auwema Exh: Helen Askew 1 years, 
4 months, 66cm, a very large, medium strong, substantial wellcoloured and 
pigmented dog of slightly long proportions.  Strong masculine head, very good 
expression, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short but 
well-moulded croup.  Stands not correct in front, very good fore and 
underchest, good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow 
front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  In movemenr shows 
very good ground cover, very good reach, powerful drive and a high wither line.  
The hocks should be much firmer.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Baby Puppy Bitch – Stock Coat 
224 1 VP SCHAEFERHUND VALLI 12/3/2016 3100349798 Sire: *Labo Vom Schollweiher 

'a''ED' Dam: *Schaeferhund Zollie 'A''Z' Brd: I. Bohdal Exh: C. Bohdal 5 months 
231 2 VP WYNGARAH VICTORIA SECRET 12/21/2016 3100351796 Sire: *Sensen Mann 

Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: Ch. Lewisland Hide N Seek Brd: Exh Exh: Miss VE McGinty 4 
months 

228 3 VP RAMARA PICK POCKET 12/6/2016 3100351924 Sire: * Misteishah Flecther AZ 
ET Dam: Kantenna Venus Star Brd: Exh Exh: Ms.M.Raftopoulos 5 months 

232 4 P WYNGARAH CAN U KEEP A SECRET 12/21/2016 3100351791 Sire: *Sensen 
Mann Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: Ch. Lewisland Hide N Seek Brd: Exh Exh: Miss VE 
McGinty 4 months 

227 5 P RAMARA PEEP SHOW 12/6/2016 300351923 Sire: * Misteishah Flecther AZ ET 
Dam: Kantenna Venus Star Brd: Exh Exh: Ms.M.Raftopoulos 5 months 

222 6 UG AWATEA DANISH DELIGHT 11/21/2016 3100350031 Sire: *Esko Von Den Zwei 
Steinen Dam: Angie in Regnum Marianum (Imp. Hun) Brd: Exh Exh: F. Grigons 5 
months 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Minor Puppy Bitch – Stock Coat 
236 1 VP JAYSHELL PROSECCO 10/26/2016 3100348662 Sire: *Ch Labo Vom Schollweiher 

Dam: *Jayshell Kenzie A,Z Brd: Exh Exh: P & N McDermott 6 months, an above 
medium size, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very 
good type.  Feminine expressive head where the foreface could still be 
stronger.  Very good expression, very good length of neck, high wither, firm 
back, short steep croup.  Very good fore and underchest, the upper arm should 
be longer and better angled.  Very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct 
front and rear, hocks could still be firmer.  In movement shows good ground 
cover where the reach should be freer.  Falls on the forehand.     

237 2 VP AMBALA SERINDIPITY 10/29/2016 2100465811 Sire: *Bossface Barrack AZ 
Dam: *Ambala Playboy Bunny AZ Brd: F. Stokes, P & R Berechree Exh: K. 
Glasheen 6 months, a medium size, strong, substantial bitch of very good type.  
Very good head and expression.  Good length of neck, normal withers, short 
steep croup.  Stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest, good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm is short and set steep.  
Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  In 
movement shows good ground cover, powerful drive where the reach should 
be freer.   

238 3 P HILLMAGIC GINGER SNAPS 10/30/2016 2100464327 Sire: Toby Von Der 
Plassenburg Dam: Astana Peta Brd: MS P JONES & MRS B PARSONS & MR A 
TORETTO Exh: MRS JEN EATON 6 months, large, medium strong, substantial, 
well coloured and pigmented bitch with a good head, ears yet to firm.  Good 
length of neck, normal withers, firm back with slight rise in topline, short steep 
croup.  Stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest, good fore and 



very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct behind, wide in front, elbows 
should be much firmer.    In movemenr shows good ground cover where the 
reach should be freer.  Falls on the forehand.   

234 4 UG DELLARESS DISIS YARNUCKA 10/6/2016 3100348714 Sire: Toby Vd Plassenburg 
(Imp Deu) Dam: Dellaress Kalani "A""Z" Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs. Jean COLENSO 7 
months, an above medium size, strong, substantial, slightly elongated bitch of 
good type.  Shown out of coat.  Feminine head, large ears, good expression, 
very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, 
stands correct in front with very good fore and underchest, good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation.  Steps cowhocked behind, hocks should be much 
firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, however the hocks should 
be much firmer.  Falls on the forehand.   

239 5 UG CLEYELDA MAGIC TO DREAM 11/2/2016 3100349920 Sire: *Toby Von Der 
Plassenburg (Imp Deu) Dam: *Cleyelda Kimiko Lady Brd: Exh Exh: M. Lanfranchi 
6 months, a large, strong, substantial, well-coloured and pigmented bitch of 
very good type.  Strong but still feminine head, ear-set yet to firm.  Very good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, short steep croup, stands correct in 
front with very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and deep hindquarter 
angulation.  Steps cowhocked behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  
In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer and 
the hocks much firmer.  Falls on the forehand. 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Puppy Bitch – Stock Coat 
242 1 VP FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE 6/18/2016 6100100094 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon 

'a''ED' Dam: Volscaro River Of Champagne Brd: Mr K R, Mrs R T & Mr C A 
Knuckey Exh: Mr J Carter & Mrs R Knuckey 10 months, a large, medium strong, 
well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Strong but still feminine 
head, very good expression, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm 
back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front, very good fore and 
underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm 
should be longer and better angled.  Steps correct front and rear with good 
firmness of hocks and elbows.  In movement shows very good ground cover, 
good reach and powerful drive. 

244 2 VP MANPRINCE GROOVY KINDA MAGIC 7/6/2016 3100343982 Sire: *Vadim Von 
Aurelius (Imp Ger) a ED Dam: Kardin Burgandy Rose AZ Brd: Exh Exh: Manprince 
Kennels 10 months, above medium size, medium strong, richly pigmented and 
coloured bitch of very good type.  Feminine expressive head, underjaw should 
be stronger.  Slightly erect neck carriage.  High withers, firm back, slightly short 
steep croup.  Stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest, good fore 
and very good hindqquarter angulation. The upper arm is short and should be 
better angled.  Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  
In movement shows good ground cover with a high wither, where the reach 
could still be freer.   

240 3 VP TRAUMDORF GOGO GOLLY GOSH 5/9/2016 3100341181 Sire: Esko Von Den 
Zwei Steinen (Imp Deu) 'A'Z' Dam: Verhexen Golden Nugget 'A' 'Z' Brd: Mrs. B. 
Jacobs Exh: Mrs. E. Thompson 11 months, a very large, medium strong, 
substantial, well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Strong but 
still feminine head where left ear should be firmer and ears are slightly wide-
set. Very good length of neck, high withers, slight peak in the back, slightly 
short steep croup.  Stands correct in front, well developed fore and underchest, 
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, 



hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where 
the reach should be freer.  Falls on the forehand.  Hocks should be much firmer.   

243 4 P DELKIT NORTHERN LIGHTS 6/20/2016 3100343229 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon 
'a''ED' Dam: *Delkit Irish Eyes AZ Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs A Kerr 10 months, Double 
P1 upper right, amedium size, just medium strong bitch of good type.  Slightly 
masculine head where the underjaw should be stronger.  Short neck, normal 
withers, short steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front.  Good fore and 
short underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper 
arm is short and steep.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should 
be much firmer.  In movement, shows good ground cover where the reach and 
drive should be more effective.   

241 5 UG TRAUMDORF GIMME AKISS 5/9/2016 3100341182 Sire: *Esko Von Den Zwei 
Steinen Dam: Verhexen Golden Nuget Brd: B. Jacobs Exh: F. Grigons 11 months, 
a very large, medium strong, very well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very 
good proportions.  Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, very 
good length of neck, high withers, slight rise in the topline, short steep croup.  
Stands correct in front, very well developed fore and underchest, good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks could 
still be firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover where the reach 
could still be freer. Was unable to be measured and should have been more 
confidant.  

Exh No. Place. Grad. Junior Bitch – Stock Coat 
247 1 VG ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 'AZ' 11/11/2015 3100331966 Sire: *Sensen Mann 

Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: Harlerose Angel 'AZ' CD Brd: Julie Urie Exh: Natassa Moissis 
1 years, 5 months, 60.5cm, very large, medium strong, well-coloured and 
pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine expressive head.  Large ears, very 
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short well-moulded croup.  
Stands not quite correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm is short and should be 
much better angled.   Steps correct front and rear with good firmness of hock 
joints.  In movement shows very good ground cover and very good reach with 
powerful drive.    

248 2 VG ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL AZ 11/11/2015 3100331968 Sire: *Sensen 
Mann Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: *Harlerose Angel CD Brd: Mrs J M Urie Exh: A & J Barr 
1 years, 5 months, 59.5cm a large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured 
and pigemnted bitch, shown out of coat.  Strong feminine head, very good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands 
correct in front, very good fore and underchest, good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm is short and should be much better 
angled.  Steps correct front and rear.  Hocks should be much firmer.  In 
movement shows very good reach and powerful drive. 

254 3 VG STOBAR CARLOTTE AZ 2/27/2016 3100337495 Sire: Juwika Destroyer Dam: 
Vanland Ava AZ Brd: Exh Exh: H & C AUWEMA 1 years, 2 months, 61cm, very 
large, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Strong but 
still feminine head, eye colour could be darker, large ears.  Very good length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup.  Stands not quite correct in 
front, very good fore and underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation.  The upper arm is short and set steep.  Steps correct front and rear 
with good firmness of hock joints.  In movement shows balanced movement, 
where the reach and drive could still be more effective.    



255 4 VG DELKIT LEGEND OF ZELDA 4/18/2016 3100341639 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon 
'a''ED' Dam: *Delkit One Of A Kind AZ Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs A Kerr 1 years, 61cm, a 
very large, well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Strong but 
still feminine head, very good expression, good length of neck, normal withers, 
firm back, short steep croup, stands corect in front, well developed fore and 
short underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper 
arm is short and should be better angled.  Steps correct behind, hocks should 
be firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be 
much freer and the hocks much firmer.   

250 5 VG MANPRINCE FREE TO FLY AZ 12/14/2015 3100333464 Sire: *Willmaurs 
Romford Reggie AZ Dam: Delkit Lucks A Charm AZ Brd: Exh Exh: Manprince 
Kennels 1 years, 4 months, 56cm, under medium size, medium strong, well-
coloured bitch of good type.  Feminine expressive head, large ears, foreface 
should be stronger, very good length of neck, high wither, slightly short croup.  
Stands not quite correct in front, very good fore and underchest, good fore and 
slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps wide behind, hocks should be much 
firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be 
much freer and the back firmer.  The hocks should be much firmer.   

253 6 VG FREMONT LOVE STORY AZ 2/9/2016 2100450807 Sire: Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) 
Dam: Java Von Asntamar (Imp Bel) Brd: Mr. S and Miss J. Lynch Exh: MR. IVAN 
ASHKENAZI 1 years, 2 months, 61cm, a very large, strong, substantial well-
coloured bitch of very good type.  Strong but still feminine head, very good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, short steep croup.  Stands correct in 
front.  Very good fore and slightly short underchest, good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better 
angled.  Steps cowhocked behind, narrow in front.  Elbows and hocks should be 
much firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where the reach is 
restricted and the back should be firmer.  The hocks should be much firmer.   

256 7 G INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 4/19/2016 3100340575 Sire: Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen 
Dam: Iniff Shes The One Brd: Iniff Kennels Exh: Mrs. R. Vincent 1 years, 62cm, 
an oversized, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of good 
type.  Slightly masculine head, eye colour could still be darker.  Slightly short 
neck, normal withers, firm back, short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  
Very good fore and underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation.  Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  In 
movement, shows good ground cover where the reach should be much freer 
and drive more powerful.  Falls slightly on the forehand.   

252 8 UG SCHWARZLAKE MISTERY ANGEL 1/17/2016 3100340012 Sire: Wascodel Seprio 
(Imp. Ita) Dam: Burshune Ainslie Brd: Irina Borodinova Exh: Irina Borodinova 1 
years, 3 months, 65.5cm, an oversized, just medium strong bitch whose colour 
and pigmentation should be stronger.  Strong, near masculine head, erect neck 
carriage, normal withers, short steep croup.  Stands not correct in front.  Good 
fore and deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps cowhocked behind, hocks should 
be much firmer.  In movement shows restricted reach, hocks should be much 
firmer.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Intermediate Bitch – Stock Coat 
258 1 VG STOBAR YANKE 5/28/2015 3100324083 Sire: *Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ Dam: 

*Vanland Ava Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Mellisa J Siktars 1 years, 11 months, 
60cm, very large, medium strong well pimgented bitch of very good type, 
strong but feminine head, very good expression, good length of neck, normal 
withers, short steep croup, stands correct in front.  Good fore and slightly short 



underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow 
behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows very good 
ground cover with good reach and powerful drive.   

259 2 VG GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL AZ 6/11/2015 3100325281 Sire: *Vanharley Castro 
AZ Dam: *Glenraco Upsadaisy Brd: Exh Exh: Gayle Johnston 1 years, 10 months, 
61cm, a very large, strong, substantial, slightly elongated bitch of very good 
type.  Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, very good length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very 
good fore and underchest, good fore and very good hinquarter angulation.  
Upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, 
elbows should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover 
with good reach and very powerful drive.   

261 3 VG VANHARLEY TAKE BY STORM "A" "Z" 7/22/2015 3100327133 Sire: Xeno Von 
Arjakjo (Imp Deu) 'a ED' Normal Kkli Dam: *Vanharley Hail N Thunda ""A""Z"" 
Brd: Exh Exh: M/S DM COLSON 1 years, 9 months, 58cm, above medium size, 
richly pigmented and coloured bitch of very good type.  Strong but feminmine 
head with very good expression enhanced by dark mask and eye colour.  Very 
good length of neck, normal withers, slightly short steep croup.  Stands not 
correct in front.  Well developed fore and short underchest.  Good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation.   In movement shows very good reach and 
drive.  

264 4 G UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE AZ 8/27/2015 3100329061 Sire: *Sensen Mann 
Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: Schaefferhund Banja Brd: Exh Exh: MRS JEN EATON 1 years, 
8 months, Double P1 upper right and left, 59.5cm, alarge, strong, substantial 
bitch of good type.  Very strong head bordering on masculine.  Short neck, 
normal withers, short steep croup.  Stands not correct in front.  Well developed 
fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  The 
upper arm is short and should be much better angled.  Steps narrow behind, 
hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover 
where the reach and drive should be more effective.   

263 5 G T. CH. KILLARA STASIA 8/23/2015 3100328472 Sire: Bluemax Zoomba Dam: 
*Dual Ch(T) Ts Gr Ch Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RAE Brd: Exh Exh: Peter & 
Dawn Howard 1 years, 8 months, 57cm, a medium size, medium strong bitch 
whose colour and pigment should be much stronger.  Feminine head and 
foreface where the underjaw should be stronger.  Short neck, normal withers, 
short steep croup.  Stands correct in front, well developed fore and short 
underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow 
behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows good ground 
cover where the reach and drive should be more effective.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Baby Puppy Dog – Stock Coat 
272 1 VP WYNGARAH SECRET RUMOURS 12/21/2016 3100351801 Sire: *Sensen Mann 

Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: Ch. Lewisland Hide N Seek Brd: Exh Exh: Miss VE McGinty 4 
months 

269 2 VP SCHAEFERHUND VASKO 12/3/2016 3100349791 Sire: Labo Vom Schollweiher 
Dam: Schaeferhund Zollie Brd: I Bohdal Exh: Godfrey & Barbara Lowe 5 months 

267 3 VP LASHADAS ZZ TOP 11/11/2016 6100102476 Sire: *Xavi Von Tronje Ipo2 Dam: 
*Lashadas Onyx Brd: Mr. R. & Mrs. S. Hosking Exh: Mrs. C. E. Begbie 5 months 

270 4 P AWATEA FOOTA SCRAY 12/16/2016 3100350566 Sire: Esko Von Den Zwei 
Steine Dam: Awatea Quatro Dancer Brd: AWATEA KENNELS Exh: BRONWYN 
Campbell 4 months 



273 5 P WYNGARAH SECRET GAMES 12/21/2016 3100351800 Sire: *Sensen Mann 
Yokon 'a''ED' Dam: *Ch Lewisland Hide N Seek ''A''Z'' Brd: Miss V E McGinty Exh: 
Mr Cory Berghofer 4 months 
 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Minor Puppy Dog – Stock Coat 
274 1 VP FREINHAUF HASTA LAVISTA BABY 8/20/2016 6100101578 Sire: Gerry Vom 

Schacher (Imp Deu) Dam: Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita) Brd: Mr KR Mrs RT & Mr 
CA Knuckey Exh: Miss VE McGinty 8 months, above medium sized, strong 
substantial well coloured and pigmented dog of good type.  Good head and 
expression, underjaw should be stronger, good length of neck, normal withers, 
firm back, short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and 
underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow 
behind, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where 
the reach could be freer.   

275 2 VP JAYSHELL PAJERO 10/26/2016 3100348665 Sire: *Ch Labo Vom Schollweiher 
Dam: *Jayshell Kenzie A,Z Brd: Exh Exh: P & N McDermott 6 months, medium 
sized, just medium strong well proportioned dog of good type.  Good head, 
foreface should be much stronger, good length of neck, normal withers, slightly 
short well-moulded croup.  Stands not quite correct in front with good fore and 
short underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows good 
ground cover where the reach should be much freer and the drive more 
powerful.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Puppy Dog – Stock Coat 
276 1 VP REDHAUS XEUS 6/6/2016 3100342596 Sire: *xeno Von Arjakjo (Gmy) Dam: 

Redhaus Riska Brd: Exh Exh: M. Pascuzzi 11 months, a medium size, medium 
strong, substantial well-coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong 
masculine head, eye colour could still be darker, very good expression , very 
good length of neck.  Normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  
Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and slightly short underchest.  Good 
fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm should be longer 
and better angled.  Steps correct front and rear.  In movement shows very good 
far reaching gait where the drive could still be more powerful.  Should be 
overall more firm.   

Exh No. Place. Grad. Junior Dog – Stock Coat 
278 1 VG ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE 'AZ' 11/11/2015 3100331961 Sire: *Sensen Mann 

Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam: *Harlerose Angel Cd Brd: Exh Exh: J.M. Urie 1 years, 5 
months, 64cm, a large, medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and 
pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong, masculine head, very good 
expression, underjaw could still be stronger.  Very good length of neck, high 
wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  
Very good fore and slightly short underchest, good fore and very good 
hnidquarter angulation.  The upper arm is steep and should be better angled.  
Steps correct front and rear, hocks could still be firmer.  In movement shows 
very good ground cover, powerful drive, where the reach could still be freer.  

282 2 VG GEWALT TENNESSEE DRUMMER (AI) 4/28/2016 5100093559 Sire: Xavi Von 
Tronje Ger.BH AD IPO2 (imp. Den) Dam: *Ch. Hinterhaus French Tennessee ET 
Brd: S. Crozier Exh: F. Farley 1 years, 65cm, a large, medium strong, substantial, 
very well-coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong masculine 
head, very good expression.  Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and 



underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm 
could be longer and better angled.  Steps correct front and rear.  In movement, 
shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer and should be more 
firm over the topline.   

280 3 VG JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ 12/4/2015 3100332848 Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells A,Z 
Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona A,Z Brd: N McDermott Exh: N McDermott & S Bick 1 
years, 5 months, Double P1 upper left, 64cm, a large,just medium strong, 
substantial well pigmented dog of good overall proportions.  Strong masculine 
head, very good strength of foreface and very good expression.  Very good 
length of neck, normal withers, slight rise in the topline, short steep croup.  
Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and good uncerchest.  Good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear, elbows should 
be much firmer.  In movement, shows very good ground cover, good reach, 
powerful drive.   

281 4 G STOBAR COMIS 2/27/2016 3100337498 Sire: *Juwika Destroyer Dam: *Vanland 
Ava Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Andrea Rhodes Little 1 years, 2 months, 65cm, a 
large, just medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented dog of 
just good type.  Good head where the foreface should be stronger.  Good 
expression with desired dark eye.  Very good length of neck, normal withers, 
short steep croup.  Stands not correct in front.  Very well developed fore and 
underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm 
is short and should be better angled.  Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows 
should be much firmer.  In movement, shows good ground cover where the 
reach and drive should be more effective.  Overall, should be much more firm.   

 

Judges Summation: Mr. Vince Tantaro 
In providing  a summation of my judging of Baby, Minor, puppy, Junior and Intermediate  classes as 
exhibited at the 16th GSDCV Sate Breed Exhibition, I trust that the exhibitors will consider what I am 
about to say in the spirit that advice is given: noting that this event is in fact an opportunity for 
judges who officiate to be more specific with regards to breed advice I believe that it is important 
that breeders and exhibitors alike take this advice and consider it seriously as to how best can they 
improve their breeding practises in order to meet their own goal but more importantly to pursue 
excellence and aim to breed German Shepherd Dogs of desired type that meet the breed standard. 
I will limit my advice to general points and leave the analysis of sire’s vs progeny to Mr Ian Urie who 
judged the Open Classes. Having said that it must be noted by all that when an entry of ~100 dogs is 
presented it is in fact very hard to deliver any in depth an analysis of where the breed is at in Victoria 
at this given time. 
I can only repeat what I conveyed and the end of my judging and at the presentation. The number 
and quality of the animals as presented to me was small in number and the quality was average to 
below average. I observed mixed type and in some instances animal bordering on being atypical of 
what we believe to be a German Shepherd Dog. I was also very surprised considering that the GSDCA 
National Show & Trial is only 2 weeks away that a number of dogs were not in top show condition 
with regard to fitness. 
With regard to the presentation of the dogs, I am still amazed that quite a number of handlers 
believe it’s the double handlers job to do all the handling- this makes animals work far harder than 
they should and look unnatural. Further owners must be made more aware of the need to train 
animals and not just rely on running in front of them in order for them to ‘perform’. 
I remind all again that the stacking of dogs does not hide their faults- hence the aim and 
requirement is that the dog is to stand in natural pose. 
With regard to the overall virtues and faults, I observed a number of very good heads with clear 
distinction of sex and good expression. It cannot be denied that the problem of lack of strength of 



the foreface and underjaw has become more evident and this must be addressed by the breeders. 
Very good length of necks, withers in the main were normal and in many cases should be carried 
much higher during the walk and gaiting phases. Croups were in the main short and steep. The view 
from the front is also a great concern as many animals do not stand correct or not quite correct in 
front. The forehand assembly is a problem; many of the exhibits had short steep upper arms, with 
well-developed fore and good to short under chest. The hindquarter angulation was very good with 
a small number having excessive angulations thereby seeing those exhibits moving cow hocked and 
extremely loose behind penalised. The other problem that is now quite evident is that animals are 
stepping narrower behind. The hocks were also a concern as they should be much firmer. The 
movement was balanced where the reach and drive in many cases should have been freer, more 
powerful and wither held higher. 
In closing I would like to thank Mr Ian Urie for embracing me in his deliberations with regard to 
Sundays Judging. 
Special thanks to, the exhibitors, my very competent stenographer Amanda McAnuff, Ring Stewards: 
Andrew & Trinity Jones and the GSDCV Show Committee who worked hard to put on a very well run 
event.  
 

LSC BITCHES  & DOGS (OPEN) 

SC BITCHES AND DOGS (OPEN) 

JUDGE – MR. IAN URIE 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Open Bitch – Long Stock Coat 

284 1 VG *KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 11/14/2014 3100314328 Sire: Kazkiri Ximon CD 

RN Dam: Kooronya Inthe Purple TD ET Cd RN Brd: Exh Exh: KIM COOPER 2 years, 

5 months. Height 59cm. Depth of chest 27 cms.  A large, medium strong LSC bitch 

of good type and slightly long proportions. She has a feminine head with dark 

masking and medium eye colour. Slightly short neck carried a little erect. Level 

wither, firm straight back and a well laid but slightly short croup. Good forechest 

development, the underchest is rather short. Good angulation of the forequarter 

where the foreleg should be longer and very good hind angulation. Stands 

correct in front where the pasterns should be a little firmer. Steps narrow going 

away and toes in slightly coming. Firmness of hocks and elbows is good.  Moves 

with correct sequence of steps.  At the gait she falls a little on the forehand and 

shows restrictions in the fore reach due to the length of foreleg.   The off lead 

gaiting was well controlled but showed the same restrictions as when gaiting on 

the lead. During the whole presentation she should show more self confidence 

and she is sufficiently firm on the gun. 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Open Dog –long Stock Coat 

285 1 EXC *CH JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 7/24/2013 3100292457 Sire: Ch Ustinov Vom 

Romerland (Imp Deu) Dam: Ch Jayshell Winona Brd: Mrs N McDermott Exh: 

David & Lorelle Organ 3 years, 9 months.  Height  65cm. Depth of chest 28.5cms.  

A large well coloured medium strong LSC dog of good overall proportions and 

very good type. He has an expressive head however the underjaw should be 

more developed. Slightly incorrect bite. Medium eye colour. Well set ears. Good 

length of neck. High wither, firm back and well laid slightly short croup, with a 

slightly high tail set. Good forechest, the underchest could still be longer. Very 

good fore and hind angulation. Good length of fore leg. Stands correct in front.  

Steps close going and correct coming with good firmness of hocks and elbows.  



Moves with correct sequence of steps. At the walk he tends to lift his front feet a 

little. At the gait he shows very good reach and drive with excellent ground 

coverage.  The off lead performance could have been under a little more control 

but he maintained his witherline and showed very good reach and drive. 

Gunsure. 

286 2 EXC *BODECKA CASANOVA  AZ 8/20/2014 3100310454 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche 

Dam: Bodecka Xrated Brd: Exh: Jenny Joseph 2 years, 8 months.  Height 66cms. 

Depth of chest 30cms. A very large, well coloured and pigmented long stock coat 

dog of medium strength and very good body proportions. He has an expressive 

masculine head, lovely dark masking, good eye colour and well set ears. Good 

length of neck, high wither, firm back with a slight rise over the loin. The croup is 

slightly short and slightly steep. Very good fore and underchest development. 

Very good length of foreleg. He has a good length of upper arm which could be 

slightly better angled. Slightly deep hind angulation with good length of upper 

and lower thigh and short hocks. Steps correct coming and going where the 

hocks could still be a little firmer. Moves with good reach and drive, however he 

should be a little firmer overall. Very good off lead performance which was well 

controlled and he maintained his wither line. Gunsure. 

EXH NO. PLACE GRAD. OPEN BITCH STOCK  

287 1 EXC 

MERIT 

M

E

R

I

T 

*CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 1/11/2010 3100233082 Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John 

A,Z ET Dam: *Blakngold Honey Jumble A,Z Brd: Exh Exh: P & N McDermott 7 

years, 3 months. Height 57.5cm. Depth of chest 28.5. Absolutely correct medium 

size, medium strong bitch of excellent type and very good overall proportions.  

She has an expressive feminine head, very good planes of the skull, dark eyes and 

well set ears. Very good length of neck, high withers firm straight back and a well 

moulded just slightly short croup. Well angled forequarter where the upper arm 

could still be a fraction longer and very good hind angulation with good balance 

of upper and lower thighhs. Very good fore and underchest. Very good length of 

foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close going, correct coming with 

good firmness of hocks and elbows. Moves with absolutely correct sequence of 

steps at all speeds. Very balanced movement with very good fore reach, the hind 

drive could still be a little more effective. Shown in very good condition 

considering her age. Excellent off lead performance with good control, 

maintaining her top line. Gunsure. 

290 2 EXC 

MERIT 

*CH SCHAEFERHUND BALLLEENA AZ CCD RA ET 4/22/2013 3000019710 Sire: 

*Yester Vom Feuermelder 'a''ED' Dam: *Ryzack Acacia AZ Brd: I Bohdal Exh: 

Shebelle Kennels 4 years. Height 58.5cm. Depth of chest 28.5cms. Above medium 

size, strong, black and gold bitch of very good type and slightly stretched 

proportions. Very good expression, medium eye colour. Slightly wide set ears of 

good size. Good length of neck, normal wither, firm straight back.  The croup is of 

good angle but could be longer. Well angled forequarter where both the upper 

arm and the foreleg could be a little longer. Very good hind angulation, and very 

good fore and underchest development. Steps correct coming and going with 

good firmness of the hocks and the elbows. Very good balanced movement with 

correct sequence of steps. Very powerful expansive ground covering movement 



when gaiting both on and off lead. Shown in very good condition. Excellent off 

lead performance.   Gunsure. 

297 3 EXC 

MERIT 

*JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 9/15/2014 3100311547 Sire: *Ch Bluemax Salt A,Z Dam: 

*Ch Jayshell Winona A,Z Brd: Exh Exh: P & N McDermott 2 years, 7 months. 

Height 58.5cm. Depth of chest 27.5cms. Above medium size, medium strong 

black and gold bitch of very good type and slightly stretched proportions. 

Expressive feminine head with medium eye colour and slightly wide set ears. 

Good length of neck, normal wither, firm straight back and a croup of good 

length and lay. Well angled forequarter where the the upper arm could still be 

longer. Very good hind angulation with good balance of upper and lower thighs. 

Very good fore and underchest development and good length of foreleg. Steps 

correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows. Moves with 

very good sequence of steps at both the walk and the gait showing powerful 

drive and good fore reach.  She is somewhat excitable in her demeanour and the 

off lead performance should have been more controlled.  Gunsure. 

288 4 EXC 

MERIT 

*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ ET RE 7/15/2010 3100241339 Sire: Ch Orrinshir 

Elton John AZ ET Dam: Schaeferhund Celina AZ Brd: Mrs I. Bohdal Exh: J. Schulz / 

H. Walter 6 years, 9 months. Height 59.5. Depth of chest. 28.5. A large, medium 

strong, substantial, still feminine bitch of very good overall type and slightly 

stretched proportions. She has a strong head, with very good strength of the 

upper and lower jaw, medium eye colour and well set ears. Good length of neck, 

normal wither with a slight dip behind. Firm back and a croup of good length and 

lay. Good length of upper arm which could be slightly better angled, and very 

good hind angulation. Very good fore and underchest and good length of fore 

leg.  Steps slightly narrow going and coming, with firm hocks and elbows. Moves 

with good sequence of steps.  At the gait she shows a level topline both on and 

off lead, and tends to fall slightly on the forehand at times. Very good control in 

off lead performance.  Gunsure. 

289 5 EXC *SCHAEFERHUND ZOLLIE AZ 10/20/2012 3100279032 Sire: *Yester Vom 

Feuermelder 'a''ED' Dam: *Schaeferhund Eldana 'A''Z' Brd: Exh Exh: I. Bohdal 4 

years, 6 months. Height 59.5cm. Depth of chest 29cms.  A large, substantial bitch 

of very good type, with very good bone strength, and slightly long body 

proportions. Expressive head with dark eyes and slightly wide set ears. Good 

length of neck, high wither, firm straight back and well laid croup which could be 

a touch longer. The shoulder blade is set slightly steep, the upper arm is of good 

angle but could be a little longer. Slightly deep hind angulation with firm straight 

hocks. Very good fore and underchest. The foreleg could be a fraction longer. 

Steps slightly narrow going where the hocks could still be firmer and correct 

coming. Moves with very good sequence of steps and easy balanced movement 

with good reach and drive in the on lead gaiting. She could be a little firmer in 

overall condition. Very good off lead performance with good control where she 

levelled out slightly over the backline.   Gunsure. 

293 6 EXC *DERHARV PURE BLONDE 12/11/2013 3100299249 Sire: *Seigen Crunchies Time 

Out AZ Dam: Derharv Gold Dust A Z Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs Hannah Kelly 3 years, 4 

months. Height 61cms. Depth of chest 29cms. A very large, strong and 



substantial sable bitch of very good type and overall proportions, who presents a 

lovely picture in stance. She has a strong, expressive, still feminine head with 

dark eyes and well set ears. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back and a 

slightly steep but well moulded croup. Very good angulations of the fore and 

hind quarter and very good chest proportions with good length of foreleg. Steps 

correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows.  She moves 

with balanced reach and drive at all speeds.  Very good off lead performance.   

Gunsure. 

296 7 EXC KINBAR LITTLEFOOT 8/9/2014 3100309923 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Dam: 

Schaeferhund Indiana Brd: STEVE KINSMAN Exh: Steve Kinsman 2 years, 8 

months. Height 61cms. Depth of chest 28cms. A very large, medium strong, well 

coloured and pigmented bitch of good type and proportions.  Good feminine 

head with dark masking and medium eye colour and just slightly wide set ears. 

Strong neck, normal wither, firm straight back, and just slightly short and slightly 

steep croup. Good angulation of the forequarter where the upper arm could be a 

little longer. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good forechest and slightly 

short underchest. Good length of foreleg. The pasterns should be a lot firmer.  

Steps a little narrow going where the hocks should be firmer, and correct coming 

with firm elbows. Gaiting on lead she shows powerful reach and drive, however 

she should remain firmer in the hindquarter. Off lead she maintains her topline 

but showed a lack of control.   Gunsure. 

291 8 EXC CH. LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK AZ 7/6/2013 5100076513 Sire: Focus Von Der Piste 

Trophe Schh1 Schh2 Ipo3 (Imp Deu) Dam: Lewisland Foxy Lady Brd: Mr T R 

Metcalfe Exh: Miss VE McGinty 3 years, 10 months. Height 61.5cm. Depth of 

chest 29.5cms. A very large, well coloured bitch of very good type and slightly 

long proportions, presented in firm dry condition. Very expressive feminine head 

with dark masking, medium eye colour and well set ears. Good length of neck, 

normal wither, firm straight back and a rather short croup which is well laid.  The 

upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation with 

strong hocks. Good forechest and very good underchest. Very good length of 

foreleg.  Steps slightly wide going, correct coming with good firmness of hocks 

and elbows. Moves with balanced reach and drive at all speeds maintaining a 

firm backline. Very good offlead performance.  Gunsure. 

257 9 VG FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 6/10/2014 2100409070 Sire: Ch.Arkon Vom 

Altenberger Land (Imp. Deu) Dam: Ch. Freevale Crazy In Pink Brd: Freevale kennel 

Exh: Irina Borodinova 2 years, 10 months.  GSDCA tooth Certificate No. 164.  

Missing P1 Lower Right.  Height 61.5cm. Depth of chest 28.5cm. Very large, 

medium strong bitch of good type and overall proportions. Good expression with 

dark eyes and well set ears. The under jaw could be a little stronger. Slightly 

incorrect planes of the head. Level wither with a slight dip behind, firm back and 

slightly short slightly steep croup.  Both the shoulder blade and upperarm are set 

somewhat steep. Moderate hind angulation. Good fore and underchest and good 

length of foreleg. Steps correct coming and going, hocks and elbows are firm. In 

movement the drive is good but she shows a degree of restriction in the 



forehand movement.  Moves off lead with a level topline where the control could 

have been better.  Gunsure. 

Exh No. Place. Grad. Open Dog – Stock Coat 

300 1 EXC 

MERIT 

SENSEN MANN YOKON (IMP DEU) KKl AZ 7/17/2012 0 Sire: Enosch V Amasis 

Dam: Flair Von Der Martinskapelle Brd: Kim Baggström Exh: A+F Henderson,G 

Bobbin & R+K Knuckey 4 years, 9 months. Height 64.5cms. Depth of chest 29cms. 

A large, well coloured and pigmented, strong masculine dog of very good type 

and proportions. Very good masculine head, good strength of upper and lower 

jaw, dark masking, medium eye colour and very well set ears.  Good length of 

neck, high wither, firm back and a well laid croup that could still be a fraction 

longer. Very good angulation of the forehand where the upper arm could still be 

a little longer, and very good hind angulation with good balance of upper and 

lower thigh and strong hocks.  Very good fore and underchest proportions and 

good length of foreleg.  Steps correct coming and going with good firmness of 

hocks and elbows. At all speeds shows very good balanced movement with 

correct sequence of steps and very good reach and drive.  Excellent performance 

in the off lead gaiting exercise.  He presents with a relaxed outgoing character 

and is gunsure. 

299 2 EXC 

MERIT 

*XENO VOM ARJAKJO (IMP GMY) 12/1/2011 0 Sire: Omen Vom Radhaus (Gmy) 

Dam: Nadja vom Arjakjo (Gmy) Brd: A. Eitens Exh: M. Pascuzzi 5 years, 5 months. 

Height 65cm. Depth of chest 31cm. A large, profusely coated, very well coloured 

and pigmented dog of very good type and proportions. Good masculine head 

with dark masking, medium eye colour, and good strength of upper and lower 

jaw. The ears are just a little wide set. Strong neck, high wither, firm back and a 

slightly steep croup. Very good angulation of the forehand with very good length 

of upper arm, slightly deep hind angulation. Good fore and underchest 

proportions and good length of foreleg.  Steps correct coming and going with 

good firmness of hocks and elbows. Moves at all speeds with powerful drive and 

very good forehand reach. Very good off lead performance with excellent 

control.  Gunsure. 

304 3 EXC *MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET 1/8/2014 3100299522 Sire: Pepe Von Zenteiche 

Ipo1 Dam: *Kantenna Lady Gaga AZ Brd: Phil Vincent Exh: Paul Dammo 3 years, 3 

month. Height 63.5cms. Depth of chest 30cms. Just above medium size, a 

medium strong very well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type and 

proportions.  Good masculine head with very dark masking, good strength of 

upper and lower jaw, very dark eyes and well set ears. Good length of neck, 

normal wither, firm back and a well laid but slightly short croup. Good 

forequarter where the upper arm could still be a little longer and better angled. 

Slightly deep hind angulation. Good fore and underchest and good length of 

foreleg. Steps correct coming and going with slightly loose hocks.  At all speeds 

he moves with the correct sequence of steps and shows balanced reach and 

drive. Excellent off lead performance.  He is gunsure. 

301 4 EXC *GRAND. CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CDX ET 11/8/2012 3100280635 Sire: Odin 

Delle Terre Matildiche (Ita) Dam: Stobar Diksy Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Mr S 

Macdonald 4 years, 5 months. Height 65.5cms. Depth of chest 30.5cms. Very 



large, well coloured strong masculine dog of very good type and slightly 

stretched proportions. Very good head with medium eye colour and well set 

ears. Strong neck, high wither with a slight dip behind, firm straight back with a 

slightly steep croup which could also be longer.  Very good fore and hind 

angulation.  Good fore chest and slightly short underchest. Very good length of 

foreleg.  Steps correct going, slightly wide coming with good firmness of hocks 

and elbows.   Moves with good sequence of steps showing powerful drive and 

good fore reach both on and off lead. Very good control during the off lead 

gaiting.  He is gunsure. 

302 5 EXC *CH KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ TD 1/14/2013 3100283304 Sire: Ch.Orrinshir 

Elton John ET Dam: Dual Ch. (T) Ts. Grand Ch. Neut.Ch Killara Padraigin RA Brd: 

Mr P & D Howard Exh: Mr C Mcphan & Miss F Dejong 4 years, 3 months. Height 

65cms. Depth of chest 32.5cms.  A large, medium strong, well coloured dog of 

very good type and body proportions. Strong masculine head with good strength 

of upper and lower jaws, medium eye colour and well set ears. Good length of 

neck, high wither, firm back and a well moulded slightly steep croup. Good 

forequarter where the upper arm could still be longer and better angled. Slightly 

deep hind angulation. Very good forechest and slightly deep underchest with 

good length of foreleg.  Steps correct coming and going, with slightly loose 

elbows and firm hocks.  Shows balanced movement with correct sequence of 

steps where at times the drive and reach could be a little more expansive.  He 

should be a little firmer and dryer overall. Very good and well controlled off lead 

performance.  He is gunsure. 

303 6 EXC *WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 1/26/2013 3100283764 Sire: Ch Orrinshir 

Elton John AZ ET Dam: Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell Brd: W&M GOODWIN Exh: 

Steve & Judy Wade 4 years, 3 months. Height 64cms. Depth of chest. 31cms. A 

large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented male of very 

good type and slightly stretched proportions. Strong masculine head with good 

strength of upper and lower jaw, dark eyes and slightly large but well set ears. 

Good length of neck, normal wither, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly 

steep croup.  Good forehand where the the upper arm could still be better 

angled. Slightly deep hind angulation. Good fore and underchest and good length 

of foreleg.  Steps correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and 

elbows.  Moves at all speeds with powerful drive and good fore reach with a level 

topline. Very good off lead performance.  He is gunsure. 

305 7 EXC *CH AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 11/18/2014 2100417901 Sire: Xaro Von Der 

Plassenburg Dam: Ambala Funky Miss Brd: F STOKES AND R & P BERECHREE Exh: 

MRS JEN EATON 2 years, 5 months. Height 65.5cms. Depth of chest 31cms.  A 

very large, medium strong young male of very good type and overall proportions. 

Good head where the lower jaw should be stronger. Light eyes, slightly wide set 

ears. Good length of neck, high withers, firm straight back. The croup is rather 

short and steep.  Good length of upper arm which could still be better angled and 

very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development 

and good length of foreleg. Steps slightly narrow going and correct coming, 

where the elbows should be a little tighter.  Moves with the correct sequence of 



steps at all speeds and shows a very easy relaxed movement with good reach and 

drive. At times his movement could have been more enthusiastic, especially at 

the fast gait.  On the second attempt, he showed a very good off lead 

performance, and is gunsure.  

 

Judges summation: Mr Ian Urie 
I wish to thank the GSDCV for my appointment to judge this prestigious show, and thank all 

exhibitors for their entries and their sportsmanlike behaviour.  Having judged the younger classes at 

last year’s State Breed Exhibition, I was looking forward to seeing how some of those animals had 

progressed into the Open Classes.  It was somewhat disappointing that only three animals had made 

that transition, but pleasing that my previous Intermediate Bitch winner was able to achieve the 

Excellent Merit grading this year. I understand several females that I had been looking forward to 

judging were out of coat and unable to be exhibited.  

Open Dog Class: 

 My Open Class winner and Excellent Merit 1 was *Sensen Mann Yokon IPO3 ‘a’ normal / ED normal 

(Imp. Ger.), a son of VA Enosch von Amasis and Flair von der Martinskapelle.  He carries the 

bloodlines of Siegers Ober von Bad Boll, Remo vom Fichtenschlag and Vegas du Haut Mansard.  

“Yukon”, as his owners call him, is a correctly proportioned, above medium size to large, well 

pigmented male of very good type and medium strength.  He has a strong masculine head, firm back 

and a well angled croup that could be slightly longer.  He has a clean topline, very good angulation of 

the forehand where the upper arm could still be slightly longer, and correct hind angulation with 

good balance of upper and lower thigh.  He shows very good powerful, balanced movement at all 

speeds, and presents himself with a wonderful outgoing demeanour, full of confidence and totally 

without malice - an admirable trait that I have also witnessed in his progeny.  Yokon had eleven 

progeny exhibited at the SBE, was the only sire to present a group, and from that group achieved 

four first placings and two seconds - a worthy result which endorses his appointment as 2016 State 

Sieger by Fran Farley.  On the whole his progeny were typical of their sire, with the males perhaps 

more similar in appearance.  He appears to be passing on his correct size, very good strong heads, 

and in some cases better bone strength than his own. In general terms the forehands and croups 

were similar to the sire (i.e. moderate but could still be a little better.) In my opinion he is a 

predictable sire, and one who can improve the breed in this State with moderation of the 

hindquarter, lack of exaggeration in any area, and improvement of pigmentation and strength 

without tending to oversize, as well as very good temperament. I have much pleasure in making 

Yokon our 2017 Victorian Sieger. 

Excellent Merit 2 was *Xeno vom Arjakjo IPO1 ‘a’ normal / ED normal (Imp. Ger.), a son of German 

Sieger Omen vom Radhaus and Nadja vom Arjakjo. He has an excellent pedigree which carries the 

lines of Remo Fichtenschlag, Vegas du Haut Mansard and Quenn Loher Wegg.  Xeno is a very well 

proportioned dog of excellent type.  His profuse coat can give the illusion that he is larger than his 

actual correct size of 65cm.  He is well pigmented and coloured, and has a very well constructed 

forehand with correct angulation and long bones.  He is just slightly deep in hind angulation.  Xeno 

shows powerful movement at all speeds with very good ground coverage.  With regard to his 

progeny, he only had two animals presented at this exhibition, both graded VG with one being a 

class winner.  I have however seen over the last year or two, many progeny from the limited use of 

this sire that I consider to be well above the average.  I feel he is worthy of promotion and 

recommend him to be considered more widely by Victorian breeders.  Xeno has a lot to offer in the 



improvement of the forehand if used judiciously over bitches with unexaggerated hindquarters, and 

I am pleased to make him our 2017 Vice-Sieger. 

The balance of the class was graded Excellent (5 dogs), and I was pleased to see two sons of Ch. 

Orrinshir Elton John, who is now deceased but has been a cornerstone of the breed in this State. 

 

Open Bitch Class: 

Class winner and Excellent Merit 1 was the lovely *Ch. Jayshell Winona A(1,3) Z(0,0), an Orrinshir 

Elton John daughter from Blakngold Honey Jumble (a Stobar Peete daughter).  She is line-bred to 

Iwan vom Lechtal and Dorsten Monte Cito.  “Winnie” is an absolutely correct (57.5cm) medium sized 

female with excellent proportions, very good angulations front and rear, who exhibits balance and 

harmony in every respect.  Just to look at her brings a lump to the throat of any GSD enthusiast, with 

her beautiful impression.  She has had an exceptional career in the show ring spanning seven years, 

with wins under judges from all over the world.  At this exhibition she had progeny entered from 

three different litters, with two of them shown in the Open classes.  Her son Ch. Jayshell Glasgow 

was placed first in the LSC Open Dog class, and a daughter shown in this class finished third behind 

her mother and was also awarded the Excellent Merit grading.  Another son Jayshell Nebraska was 

VG3 in the Junior class.  I am delighted to award Winona the Victorian Siegerin title for the third 

time, and wish her well in her retirement, which was announced just after the completion of this 

class.  I am sure we will all miss her presence in the show rings around Australia. 

Excellent Merit 2 was the young Yester von Feurmelder daughter *Ch. Schaeferhund Balleena A(4,4) 

Z(0,0) CCD ET RN. She was bred from Ryzack Acacia, a Kwint Juerikstall daughter.  “Bella” is an above 

medium size (58.5cm) strong female of very good type.  She has correct hind angulation and very 

good chest proportions, while ideally the bones in her well angled forehand could be slightly longer.  

She shows correct sequence of steps at all speeds and exhibits powerful ground covering movement 

with very good reach and drive.  She performed very well during the gaiting and led the class at one 

stage.  I believe this bitch has a very bright future, is just reaching her prime, and look forward to 

possibly seeing some quality progeny from her.  I have much pleasure in making her the Vice-

Siegerin for 2017. 

Excellent Merit 3, *Jayshell Kenzie A(5,5) Z(1,1) was the daughter of our Siegerin, with her sire being 

the Jimmy Barutherland son Ch. Bluemax Salt.  She is above medium size (58.5cm), of slightly 

stretched proportions and of very good type.  With very good hind angulation and a well angled 

forehand where the upper arm could be a little longer, she has very good chest proportions.  She 

was presented in very good firm condition and performed very well throughout the class, gaining 

one position during the gaiting.  Kenzie had three baby puppies entered in the show from her first 

litter, with two graded Very Promising and one Promising.   

Excellent Merit 4 was *Schaeferhund Nelke A(4,5) Z(0,0) ET RA, another Elton John daughter that we 

are all familiar with.  Her Dam is Schaeferhund Celina, from Cayos Noriswand.  Nelke is also line-bred 

to Iwan Lechtal and Dorsten Monte Cito.  Nelke is a large (59.5cm) substantial female of slightly 

stretched proportions and medium bone strength.  She has a strong head, firm back, slightly level 

topline and a well laid croup.  She has very good angulations, and covers the ground very well. She 

gave one place away during the gaiting as she is starting to show the signs of her age at almost seven 

years old, but is still a bitch of far above average quality. 

The remaining females in the class were graded 4 x Excellent and 1 x Very Good. 

In terms of breed advice, I was pleased that all of the open animals presented were of above 

average type, within the limits of size, mostly being Breed Surveyed Class 1, and did not exhibit any 



major problems.  The issues to be addressed are some that have been with us for a long time, i.e. 

short croups, and upper arms that need to be longer and better angled, as well as a predominance 

of just medium eye colour.  It is my belief that the biggest challenge facing breeders in the present 

time is to avoid extreme angulation of the hindquarter and chronic looseness of hocks, and there 

were a couple of younger animals ungraded by the young class judge this weekend for that very 

reason.  It is a problem that can impact quite severely on the well-being of puppies that we breed.  

These issues have become rather widespread through the breed in recent times, and thankfully are 

not yet as prevalent in Australia as they have become in Europe.  They are however entrenched in 

the modern bloodlines to some degree, and breeders must make sensible choices and be realistic 

about the shortcomings in their own females when selecting stud dogs, and research what is behind 

those dogs to avoid compounding these problems further. 

 

 
 
BEST DUAL PERFORMANCE 
SENSEN MANN YOKON (IMP DEU) KK AZ  
Winner CCD class 96/100 pts, handler Alastair Henderson. Winner Open Dog SC 
 
 
Junior Handlers 
Judge: Michelle Mercieca 
7-U10 years 
1st place: Ayden Jones 
10-U13 years 
1st place: Stephanie Jones 
13-17 years 
1st place: Trinity Jones 
 


